We present a construction of non-equilibrium steady states within conformal field theory. These states sustain energy flows between two quantum systems, initially prepared at different temperatures, whose dynamical properties are represented by two, possibly different, conformal field theories connected through an impurity. This construction relies on a real time formulation of conformal defect dynamics based on a field scattering picture parallelizing -but yet different from -the Euclidean formulation. We present the basic characteristics of this formulation and give an algebraic construction of the real time scattering maps that we illustrate in the case of SU (2)-based conformal field theories.
Introduction
Conformal Field Theory (CFT) [4, 13] has in particular been developed to characterize one-dimensional gapless quantum systems at equilibrium. Driven by substantial experimental advancements, see [8] for a comprehensive survey, the focus is nowadays on non-equilibrium quantum phenomena and dynamics. For instance, it has become possible to accurately measure the current flowing between two leads driven outof-equilibrium through voltage or temperature gradient [9, 19] and to implement transport experiments with cold-atomic gases [20] . Although a lot of theoretical progress has been achieved in the realm of non-equilibrium physics over the past years, especially for low dimensional systems, see e.g. [17, 1, 18, 24, 15] and [31] for a review, an unifying framework extending the methods of statistical physics out-ofequilibrium is still lacking and any simple model of a genuine system far from equilibrium could guide in deciphering properties and principles underlying these phenomena.
In this note, our aim is to construct non-equilibrium steady states (NESS) within the formalism of conformal field theory, as workable and hopefully useful examples of far from equilibrium steady states. We will specialize to conformal field theory, a general method [28] formulated to study out-of-equilibrium quantum systems. We refer the reader to [5, 6] for a more detailed discussion of such a setup. It amounts to imagine preparing at different temperatures two quantum systems, called the left and the right parts and which are assumed to be described by two conformal field theories (or more precisely, whose low energy sectors are assumed to be describable by two conformal field theories), and gluing them together through a contact point, called the impurity. Once the contact has been established, the energy flows from the hotter to the colder part of the system, and a non-equilibrium steady state is eventually reached after a transient period. We will present a characterization of these steady states exploiting tools of conformal field theory. In [5, 6] , an explicit construction was given when the left and right halves were identical and the contact such that the whole system is homogeneous after the gluing so that the energy in this case can flows without reflexion. Here, we extend such a construction to the general situation where the left and right halves are associated to different conformal field theories and the contact, being non-homogeneous, induces transmission and reflexion of the energy flow.
The paper is organized as follows. The characterization of the non-equilibrium steady states given in Section 4 requires defining real time dynamics for conformal field theories with defects. We formulate this definition in Section 2. The effects of the defects are specified by so-called dual defect maps coding for the field scatterings on the impurity which we characterize in Section 3. Section 5 is an illustration of this framework in the case of free fermions. The principle for an algebraic construction of the real time defect dynamics is presented, and illustrated in the case of SU (2), in Section 6.
Real time dynamics and dual defect maps
Constructing non-equilibrium steady states within the aforementioned framework requires dealing with infinitely large subsystems and real time dynamics, as otherwise the steady regime would not be attained. Hence we must consider conformal field theories on non-compact intervals connected through impurities and the real time dynamics associated to those defects. Defects in conformal field theories have of course already been considered in the physics literature, including [25, 14, 27, 3, 12] . However, these studies dealt with Euclidean conformal field theories and we found that we had to adapt the construction to real time conformal dynamics.
Kinematics
We consider a system modeled by an impurity placed at the origin x = 0 of the real line R, and generically different CFTs on the left (x < 0) and the right (x > 0). We use throughout the upper-indices * l,r to refer to quantities on the left and right sides, respectively, of the impurity. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to cases in which the chiral and anti-chiral operator algebras of the CFTs are isomorphic. We denote these operator algebras by V l,r (for chiral fields) andV l,r (for anti-chiral fields), respectively. They are isomorphic to the left/right vertex operator algebras V l,r , with
As usual in the context of vertex operator algebras, these are specified by infinite-dimensional vector spaces of operators ϕ l,r a ∈ V l,r , and by structure constants (C l,r ) a ′′ aa ′ coding for the Operator Product Expansions (OPEs) 1 [4, 13] :
Operator algebras are modules, generically not irreducible, for the Virasoro algebras generated by L
where c l,r are the left/right central charges and h l,r a are L l,r 0 -eigenvalues (conformal dimensions). The series on the right-hand side of (1) may be interpreted as an infinity of products between ϕ l,r a and ϕ l,r a ′ . The identification of the chiral and anti-chiral operator algebras V l,r andV l,r with the vertex operator algebra V l,r has to be chosen to have clear properties under the hermitian conjugation corresponding to quantization on the line, rather than that on the circle naturally associated to the normalization in (1) . Given ϕ l,r ∈ V l,r , this normalization is implemented by
l,r 0φ l,r ∈V l,r . The normalized CFT fields φ l,r andφ l,r then satisfy the OPEs 1 We shall reserve the "hat" notation to fields related to the abstract vertex operator algebras, and the "hat-less" one to fields within the CFTs quantized on the real line.
2 This may be obtained by mapping the sphere to the cylinder of radius R, using the conformal x → z = e 2πi R
x , and then sending the radius of the cylinder to infinity. The fields are then transported via the conformal rules: φ(x) = lim R→∞ 2π R h e 2πixh/R φ(z = e 2πix/R ) for the chiral field, andφ(x) = lim R→∞ The defect OPE is assumed to allow for a scattering picture of local fields belonging to the vector spacesV l and V r . This is a schematic picture, we will be more precise in the text.
(x, y ∈ R):
In particular, for the stress tensor components T andT one has (by definition of a CFT [4, 13] ),
with L l,r n andL l,r n the Virasoro generators acting on the chiral and anti-chiral fields, respectively. Recall that the space of fields is in one-to-one correspondence with the vertex operator algebras. We will use the notations T (x) := T l,r (x) andT (x) :=T l,r (x) for x ≶ 0.
Dynamics
The dynamics can be seen as a flow t → U t , t ∈ R, on the operator algebra of the product of the two CFTs. We denote the time evolution of fields by U t [ϕ(x)] = ϕ(x, t), and we take t > 0 in the following. We define it in the simplest possible way: it is ballistic except for possible scattering on the impurity. By locality of the time evolution and conformality on the left and on the right, away from the impurity the dynamics is chiral. That is φ(x, t) = φ(x − t) andφ(x, t) =φ(x + t) (for right-movers and left-movers resp.), as long as the translated fields "do not hit the impurity', namely for all t such that x and x ∓ t (for right-movers and left-movers resp.) have the same sign. For values of t such that the translated chiral field would cross the impurity, the dynamics is modified. The modification of the dynamics can in principle be deduced using OPEs between local bulk fields and the defect line. Such OPEs can be written as series involving defect fields, i.e. local fields positioned on the defect line. Given a defect line, many bulk-field configurations are expected to lead to the same series involving defect fields, and this gives rise to equivalences between bulk-field configurations near defect lines. Our main assumption is that such equivalences allow for a field scattering picture: it is possible to identify right-moving fields just on the right of the impurity with combinations of left-moving fields on the right side of the impurity and right-moving fields on the left side (see Figure 1) ; a similar identification holds for left-moving fields just on the left of the impurity. Since, upon chiral time evolution U t with positive time, one never finds left/right-moving fields just on the right/left of the impurity, no other identification is necessary in order to define the evolution map. The argument is extended to the simultaneous presence of right-moving and left-moving fields on the right and left, respectively, and the scattering on the impurity is then encapsulated into a dual defect map
With explicit indices this reads
According to this assumption, the full time evolution can be obtained from the map Θ, so that it is sufficient to characterize Θ without the necessity of analyzing defect OPEs. We expect our setup to have large validity. The complete time evolution is defined by combining the chiral evolution and the defect map, see Figure 1 . For clarity, let us repeat the argument. Away from the impurity the behavior is chiral, so that
and
The scattering on the impurity is represented by the dual defect map, so that
where for convenience we introduced the notation
for φ l,r (resp.φ l,r ) any chiral (resp. anti-chiral) fields, and we extend it on products naturally. For our purposes, it is enough to consider products of fields localized symmetrically at opposite positions: by chiral evolution, they are indeed going to hit the impurity at the same instance, and one can certainly specialize in eq.(10) eitherφ l a or φ r b to the identity field. By definition, the time evolution defines a flow on the operator algebra of the product CFT, so we extend the map U t on product of fields at various positions by tensoring eqs.(8), (9) and (10). As we shall see below, demanding this flow to be an automorphism of the operator algebra imposes constraints on the dual defect map.
Finally, an important property of the dynamics, usually understood as the expression of conformal invariance, is the local conservation of energy at the impurity 4 . The energy density is e(x, t) := T (x, t) + T (x, t). Chirality ensures local energy conservation away from the impurity, i.e. ∂ t e(x, t) = ∂ x p(x, t) with p(x, t) := T (x, t) −T (x, t) the momentum density. Conservation of the energy at the impurity location constrains dual defect maps, as we explain below.
3 Characterizing the dual defect map
Boundary conditions and intertwining relation
Conservation of the energy requires that the momentum operator p(x, t) := T (x, t) −T (x, t) is continuous at the origin at any time, therefore we can set p(0, t) := p(0 − , t) = p(0 + , t). This condition, which is equivalent to conformal invariance, reads
Deciphering its consequences requires a little care because the operator algebra is defined on the line at fixed time, while the above equation involves stress energy tensor components at fixed position but different times. We shall prove that the local continuity equation (12) is equivalent to
Recall that Θ and the Virasoro generators L l,r n andL l,r n are all defined as maps acting on operators, so that the relation (13) must also be thought as a map between operator spaces. The equation (13) shows that Θ intertwines between the Virasoro representations defined onV l ⊗ V r and V l ⊗V r . The total central charge is c l +c r in both tensor products, and by construction these representations are isomorphic, with a trivial isomorphism beingφ l a φ r a ′ → φ l aφ r a ′ . Demanding Θ to be invertible, a consequence of the fact that it describes a unitary evolution, ensures that it is a generically nontrivial isomorphism. The proof of eq.(13) goes in two steps: we first derive a global version of the local continuity condition (12) and deduce eq. (13) as a compatibility condition between such a global continuity equation and operator product expansions.
A global version of the continuity equation. Let us first show that the continuity equation (12) together with the chiral evolution away from the impurity is equivalent to (here, we do not need the definition of the dual defect map):
Proof: First taking x = 0 + (and t > 0) in eq. (14) we get T (0 + , t) +T (0 − , t) = T (−t) +T (t). By chirality (away from the origin), we have
t) =T (t). Thus we get
which is the continuity equation p(0 − , t) = p(0 + , t). Second, let us look at T (x, t) +T (−x, t) with x > 0, t = x + s > x. Assuming that the continuity equation
holds, we have:
Finally eq. (14) is clearly true by chirality for x > 0 and t < x and for all t if x < 0.
Time evolution and operator algebra automorphism. Let us now prove that eq.(13) follows from the assumption that the time evolution preserves the operator algebra together with the momentum continuity condition (here we only assume the time evolution preserves OPEs with the stress-tensor).
Proof: We test the global continuity equation (14) against field localized at points y and −y on each side of the impurity. It is enough to test it on products of chiral fieldsφ l (−y)φ r (y), with y > 0 by convention. We start with the product (T (x) +T (−x))φ l (−y)φ r (y). Since, by hypothesis, the time evolution preserves OPEs with the stress energy tensor components, we can rewrite the global continuity equation (14) as
We can now look at the OPEs of both sides of this equation, recalling how the stress energy tensor acts on fields. Let us extract the coefficients of [i(x − y)] −n−2 , which we denote by (l.h.s.) n and (r.h.s.) n . On the l.h.s. (recall that we assume x, y > 0) we have (l.h.
For t > y > 0 this involves the map Θ because the chiral fields hit the impurity (after a time y). Once they have crossed the impurity (via the action of the map Θ) their evolution is chiral. Thus
These are fields localized at t − y or −y + t depending on their chirality. On the r.h.s. we first time-evolve the productφ l (−y)φ r (y) and then do the OPE with the stress tensors.
For t > y > 0 we haveφ(−y, t)φ(y, t)
. Again this gives fields localized at t − y or −y + t depending on their chirality. Doing the OPE we get
Comparing (l.h.s.) n and (r.h.s.) n we obtain eq.(13).
Operator algebra automorphism
The time evolution must be an operator algebra automorphism. This property was used in the previous paragraph to derive eq. (13), but it implies further constraints on the dual defect map. A first feature is that Θ must preserve the identity field
Along with eq. (13) this actually implies the momentum continuity equation. Indeed, choosing n = −2 in eq. (13) and applying it on 1 ⊗ 1 gives
Applying then E t and exploiting the time-evolution equations (8, 9) and (10) we recover the momentum conservation (12) .
Furthermore demanding Θ be an automorphism for the product of the left/right chiral algebra V l ×V r ensures that the time evolution U t preserves the operator algebra of the product CFT. with conformal weight h (ab) = h a + h b , and the structure constants of their OPEs are products of the left/right structure constants. Checking that the time evolution specified by such a map Θ is an automorphism of the operator algebra on the line is straightforward. One has to consider the time evolution of product of nearby fields, symmetrically localized and crossing the impurity at large enough time. That is, one has to look at the products φ A third characteristic is that demanding the time evolution to be an operator automorphism ensures that the map Θ is uniquely defined by its restrictions on the left anti-chiral fields and on the right chiral fields separately (when embeddingV l and V r intoV l ⊗ V r by tensoring them with the identity operator, i.e.V l ֒→V l ⊗ 1 and V r ֒→ 1 ⊗ V r ). This is a direct consequence of the facts that the limit lim ǫ→0φ l a (−x − ǫ)φ r a ′ (x) is well defined and equal toφ l a (−x)φ r a ′ (x) and that the resulting equality may be time-evolved. In other words, consistency between OPEs and time evolution enforces the dynamics to be fully defined once it is specified on the left/right chiral or anti-chiral fields.
The pure reflection case
In the pure reflection case the defect disconnects the left/right CFTs. Let Θ 0 be a dual defect map for pure reflection. Since the two halves are separated, it factorizes into two maps Θ 
As a consequence, there is no mixing between the primary operators when reflected at the boundary. This translates into the following evolution equations for the primary fields which we denote Φ l j
Consistency with OPEs then yields stringent constraints on the parameters ζ 
Connection with Euclidean CFT conformal defects
We now mention elements of the relation between this real time formulation and the more usual Euclidean formulation in which a defect [25, 14, 27, 3, 12] between two conformal field theories CF T 1 and CF T 2 is specified through a map D from, and into, the CFT's bulk operator spaces, i.e. D : H 1 → H 2 where H j refer to the bulk operator Hilbert spaces of the two CFTs. In radial quantization the condition for conformal invariance is then written as
where L
1,2
n are the Virasoro generators acting respectively on H 1,2 . The connection between these two formulations is through a crossing relation (as suggested by diagrammatic pictures). Recall that Θ :V l ⊗ V r → V l ⊗V r satisfies the intertwining relation (13) . Let † l×r denote the hermitian conjugation acting on both V l and V r , but not onV l andV r . Let D l;r be the map defined by conjugation
If the Virasoro representations on V l and V r are unitary in the the sense that (L
−n , it immediately follows that eq. (13) for Θ is equivalent to:
Hence, on each irreducible components of the left/right CFTs, D l;r is proportional to a standard Euclidean conformal defect, up to exchanging the chiral representations with their contragradiants; reciprocally,
−n ) define representations of the Virasoro algebra on V l,r ⊗V l,r but of zero central charge.
The normalizing coefficients are fixed by imposing compatibility with OPEs and fusion rules and/or with modular invariance. The pure reflexion case indicates that the maps D and Θ differ by normalizations and these relative normalizations can furthermore be different in different irreducible sectors. Indeed, in this case, Θ 0 = j ζ j I Rj →Rj with ζ j of modulus one and constrained by consistency with the OPEs, as discussed above, whereas the Euclidean defect operators are labeled by the space of primary fields and read
I Rj ⊗Rj→C with S kj the modular matrix transformation, as discussed in [11] . We do not have yet a simple explanation of these differences to offer.
Non-Equilibrium Steady States
Non-equilibrium CFT steady states are defined as in [5, 6] following the approach of [28, 2] . The data are two dynamical evolutions: the one when the two left/right parts are decoupled and that occurring when they are coupled by a non-trivial dual defect map. We denote the first by U 0 t and the second by U t . One starts with a state ω 0 , stationary with respect to U 0 t , and we shall take ω 0 to be the tensor product of the two left/right Gibbs states at respective temperatures T l and T r . One then imagines time evolving this state with the coupled left/right dynamics U t for a long period of time. The non-equilibrium steady state is obtained by sending to infinity this time interval. Hence, provided that the limit exists, one defines
for any product of operators Φ. By construction ω ness is, if it exists, U t -stationary. Since ω 0 is U (assuming the limit exists) allows us to express ω ness as [28] 
The S-matrix, and hence ω ness , is completely, and explicitly, defined by the two dual defect maps Θ 0 and Θ respectively associated to the dynamical evolution U 0 t and U t . On chiral and anti-chiral fields, the S-matrix acts as follows
The mean energy current is J E := ω ness [T (x, t) −T (x, t)] because p(x, t) := T (x, t) −T (x, t) is the momentum operator. Conservation of energy ensures that it is x-independent, and it is time independent by stationarity of ω ness .
Thus, to construct a conformally invariant dynamics with an impurity we have to look for conformally equivariant automorphisms of V l × V r mixing the left and right vertex operator algebras. Given such automorphism the dual defect map is defined by identifying V l × V r withV l ⊗ V r for the incoming fields and with V l ⊗V r for the outgoing fields. The statement proved in Section 3.2 ensures that the defect dynamics is then consistent.
A simple way to realize this construction consists in considering two CFTs, the left and the right, which are not individually invariant under a group G but whose product is. For instance, one may choose the left CFT to be a WZW model [13] on a group H ⊂ G and the right CFT to be the parafermionic coset theory G/H for some group G and adjust the levels of each of those CFTs such that the product CFT is isomorphic the WZW model on G and hence is G invariant.
The SU(2) k case
A simple, but actually quite generic, example can be given. Choose the left CFT to be U (1) k at a specified radius R k and the right CFT to be the Z k -parafermionic theory [13] . Choose R k such that
that is, such that the tensor product of the left and right CFTs is isomorphic to the SU (2)-WZW model at level k. By construction the product V l × V r then possess a global SU (2) symmetry commuting with the total Virasoro generators. We can choose Θ to be the automorphism induced by any element of that SU (2). Equivalently, picking a group element g ∈ SU (2), the map Θ is that induced by this global SU (2)-rotation. However, since rotations corresponding to the distinguished U (1) subgroup are symmetries of V l and V r independently, the moduli space of this construction is SU (2)/U (1), which is isomorphic to the two-sphere S 2 . Let us first restrict ourselves to the k = 2 case, i.e. to the case SU (2) k=2 ≃ U (1) × Z 2 with central charge c = 3/2 = 1 + 1/2. Thus we consider a c = 1 CFT (at radius R = 1) with U (1) symmetry on the left and a c = 1/2 free Majorana fermion CFT on the right. Let J be the U (1) current and ψ be the free fermion. They generate V l × V r by definition. The SU (2) k=2 -currents are represented as
where we used the notation V ± := e ±iX for the bosonic vertex operators with J := i∂X. Primary fields are ϕ m j , with j = 0, . They may be represented as
with η, η 2 = 1, commuting with ψ and J but anti-commuting with V ± . Under a global SU (2) transformation, both operator multiplets ( J 0 , J ± ) and ( ϕ 0 , ϕ ± ) transform similarly because they both take values in the adjoint representation. Hence, under a global SU (2) transformation,
with s 2 + rr = 1. Transformations of the other components of the current and j = 1 primary multiplets are similarly defined by SU (2) adjoint action (for a given group element). Of course one can check that these transformations preserve all OPEs. We shall use the parametrization s := sin α, r := e iβ cos α.
The map Θ is induced from these transformations by the (now usual) embeddings of the operator algebras V l (resp. V r ) onto the set of chiral and anti-chiral operators V l andV l (resp. V r andV r ). It specifies a conformally invariant dynamics in presence of a defect connecting the c = 1 left CFT and the c = 1/2 CFT. For the U (1) current and the fermion the induced time evolution reads (with the
Conclusion
We have described a framework for dealing with non-equilibrium CFTs with impurities. It is based on a real time formulation of CFTs with defects 5 . The algebraic construction of the dual defect maps that we illustrated in the SU (2) k case can be generalized to other groups. This will most probably be done elsewhere [7] , including the evaluation of the full counting statistics large deviation functions. The generalization of this construction to impurities with intrinsic degrees of freedom is worth considering, as is the connexion with Euclidean conformal defects.
The relevance, or irrelevance, of the CFT description to out-of-equilibrium physical situations is a question worth asking because dangerous irrelevant operators may play a role and modify the low energy description [16] . However, to our knowledge, there is no consensus in the existing literature on whether transport in 1D quantum systems is predominantly ballistic or diffusive at low-enough temperature. Some time ago, ref. [10] claimed that energy transport has a ballistic nature in any integrable systems. This suggestion has later received further support by the work [26] , where an exact bound on the so-called Drude weight was derived for integrable systems driven by Lindblad operators. Numerical confirmations, although limited to XXZ spin chains, have also been found in [21, 22] and the very recent [23] . Since a CFT is integrable, this would imply a non-negligible ballistic component even for non-integrable microscopic 1D systems if their low-temperature regimes were described by non-equilibrium CFTs. However, ref. [30] claimed that diffusion is universal, even for integrable systems. Surprising, non-zero Drude weights in non-integrable systems were also found in [21] , implying a component of ballistic transport for these systems as well. Finally, the T 2 dependence of the energy current, that is a sign of ballistic transport, has been experimentally verified [19] in mesoscopic systems of sizes smaller than their coherence lengths.
These intriguing facts indeed suggest -or give support to the claim -that a ballistic channel for energy transport exists at low temperatures and that CFTs describe these out of equilibrium regimes. However, the scaling limit is never exact but only asymptotic. Thus, there may -and actually there should as we would like to argue -exist a large relaxation time T relax (or equivalently, a large characteristic scale ℓ relax = v F T relax , with v F the Fermi velocity, which we may identify with the coherence length) depending on microscopic data above which transport becomes diffusive. That is, we expect transport to be essentially ballistic at low temperatures and at times large but smaller than T relax , and to become diffusive at times larger than T relax for non-integrable models. Recall that the size of the samples used in the experiments [19] are smaller than the decoherence length. The ballistic behaviors seen in [21] for non-integrable systems is probably due to the fact that the simulation times were long enough to reach quasi-stationary states but smaller than the relaxation time T relax above which the systems would have behaved diffusively. We believe that the ballistic quasi-stationary states should be describable by non-equilibrium conformal field theories.
